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We obtain three main results in this paper. The first is a characteriza- 
tion (Theorem 4.1) of stable proper C” mappings of one manifold N 
into another manifold P among all proper C” mappings of N into P. 
This characterization was announced in [3]. Theorem 4.1 states that 
for a proper C” mapping, three conditions are equivalent: that f be 
stable, that f be infinitesimally stable, and a transversality condition, 
The first two conditions were defined in II (i.e., Stability of C” Map- 
pings, II), where it was shown that if f is proper and infinitesimally 
stable, then f is stable. We carry out the proof of the other implications 
in Section 4, using the machinery developped in Sections l-3. 
We show that f being stable implies the transversality condition by 
an application of a variant of Thorn’s transversality theorem which is 
stated and proved in Section 3. This result (Proposition 3.3) differs from 
Thorn’s transversality theorem [7] in that the topology which appears in 
our result is the Whitney topology W, , rather than the ordinary C” 
topology, and in that we consider submanifolds of the multi-jet bundle, 
not just of the ordinary jet bundle. However, the method of proof we 
use is the same as that which Thorn uses. 
We split the proof that if f is proper and the transversality condition 
is satisfied then f is infinitesimally stable into several steps, because this 
proof yields two other results which will be useful. These results are 
stated in the addendum to Theorem 4.1. However, there is only one 
step in the proof which uses a deep result; this result is the Malgrange 
preparation theorem in the form in which we stated and proved it in 
III, Section 1. 
In Section 5, we consider which of the implications in Theorem 4.1 
remain true if we drop the hypothesis that f be proper. 
In Section 6, we state and prove a second main result (Theorem 6.1). 
In the case U is a C” submanifold of Jk(N, P) whose codimension is 
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< the dimension of N, Theorem 6.1 is equivalent (in view of Thorn’s 
transversality theorem) to saying that there exists a C” mapping 
f : N --+ P such that not only is jkf : N -+ Jk(N, P) transversal to U, 
but also j”f[N] n U # M . (The existence off such that jkf is transversal 
to U follows from Thorn’s transversality theorem and the existence off 
such that jkf[N] n U # 0 is obvious, but the existence off satisfying 
the two conditions together does not follow from Thorn’s transversality 
theorem.) 
In Section 8, we state the third main result (Theorem 8.1). This gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions on n and p for the set of stable 
proper C” mappings of N into P to be dense in the set of proper C” 
mappings of N into P, where N and P are n and p manifolds, resp. 
The proof of Theorem 8.1 is carried out in Sections 8-l 1. The statement 
of Theorem 8.1 depends on a function u(n, p), which will be computed, 
except for the case n = 2, in the next paper in this series. 
Throughout this paper, all manifolds and submanifolds will be of 
class C”, except when it is explicitly stated that the manifold is of 
class Ck, for k other than co. 
1. MULTI-JETS 
Let N and P be manifolds. Let N(r) = {(x, ,..., x,) E N’ : xi # xi if 
i # j}. Let 7rN : Jk(N, P) --t N denote the projection, where S(N, P) is 
the bundle of k jets (defined as in II). Define ,Jk(N, P) = (T~~)-~[N(~)], 
where rNr : Jk(N, P)’ --t Nr is the r fold Cartesian product of z-N with 
itself. Thus .Jk(N, P) is the set of r tuples (zr ,..., z,), where 
zi E Jk(N, P), such that rNzi f nNzi if i # j. 
We may regard ,Jk(N, P) as a fibration over N(r) x P’ with fiber 
projection mapping GT?, where r : Jk(N, P) + N x P is the projection; 
as a fibration over N(r), with fiber projection mapping nNr; or as a fibra- 
tion over Pr, with fiber projection mapping rpr, where np : Jk(N, P) ---t P 
is the projection. 
We will call ~ Jk(N, P) the r fold K jet bundle of mappings of N into P. 
By a multi-jet bundle, we will mean some Y fold k jet bundle. Iff : N + P 
is a C” mapping, we will let ?jkf: N(r) + ,Jk(N, P) be the mapping 
defined by 
,jkf (x1 ,..., x,) = <ikf(d,...,jkf w>. 
There is a natural left action of diffkN x diffkP on ,jk(N, P) defined as 
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follows. If h E diffkN, h’ E diff”P, z = (xi ,..., x,.) E ,Jk(N, P), xi = 7-rNxi ,
and fi is such that jkf,(xi) = zi , then we set (h, h’) z = (zi’,..., xr’), 
where 
q = jyh’f,h-l)(hr,). 
By an orbit in ,Jk(N, P), we will mean an orbit of this action. By an 
invariant subset of ,Jk(N, P) we will mean a subset which is invariant 
under this action. 
Let A, _C P’ denote the diagonal (= ((y,..., y) : y E P)). In order to 
understand the local structure of the orbits in ,Jk(N, P) it is enough to 
understand the local structure of the orbits in (rPr)--l A,. . To see this, 
we consider an element z E (7rpr)-l(dr1 x -*a x A, ) (where ri ,..., Y, are 
positive integers whose sum is r). In other words,Uwe suppose that rrpr.z 
has the form 
7rprz = (y;(l),..., ypq, (1.1) 
where yi E P. In addition, we will suppose yi # yj if i # j. (These 
suppositions are not an essential restriction, since any 2: E ,Jk(N, P) 
satisfies them after a permutation of the indices.) For 1 < i < p, we . . 
let Wi be the orbit m rci) Jk(N, P) which contains 
zz = <&(1)+...+r(i-1)+1 F s-9 Zr(1)+...+r(i) >* 
(Note that z = (zl,..., W) and ~72~)~~ = yiti).) 
Let W be the orbit in ,Jk(N, P) which contains z. Then, in terms 
of the inclusion 
,Yw, p> Cdl) JW, P) x ..a x d&d JW, P), U.2) 
we have 
w = (W, x .*a x W,) n, J”(N q (1.3) 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Any orbit W in r Jk(N, P) is a submanifold. 
Proof. By the previous paragraph, it is enough to consider the case 
when rrprW C A, . Thus it is enough to show that W is a submanifold 
of (7rpr)--l d, . Then 
(“y-l A, _21, IV(‘) x A, = WV) x P 
is a fiber bundle, whose fiber is Jk(n, p)’ (= the Y  fold Cartesian product 
of Jk(n, p) with itself) and whose structure group is Lk(n)’ x L”(p). 
6071413-7 
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Here n = dim N, p = dim P, Jk(n, p) denotes the set of k jets at 0 of 
Ck mappings (R”, 0) -+ (Rp, 0), Lk(n) d enotes the group of invertible 
(under composition) elements in Jk(n, n), and the action oflk(n)’ x Lk( P) 
on Jk(n, p)’ is given by 
Hz = (h’ 0 Xl 0 q,..., h’ 0 z, 0 h;l), 
where 
H = (h, ,..., h, , h’) EL”(Tz)~ x L”(p) 
z = (Zl ,-.*, XT> E J”(n, P)‘. 
Then W is locally (over N tr) x P) the product of an open set in 
No) x P with an orbit IV,, of the action of Lk(n)? x Lk(p) on Jk(n, p)‘. 
Hence it is enough to prove that IV,, is a submanifold. 
Note that the fact that Lk(n)r x L”(p) is a Lie group which acts on 
Jk(n, p)’ in a C” way implies that its orbits are Cm submanifolds in the 
weak sense of images of l-l immersions. However, we define submanifold 
in a more restrictive way: M is a submanifold of N if for each x E M there 
is a C” chart g, : U-+R”suchthatxEUand~(Mn U)=Rmnv(U), 
where m = dim M. 
To show that an orbit is a submanifold, we will use a known argument 
(see Haefliger [2]) based on Chevalley’s theorem that the image of a 
constructible set under a regular rational mapping is again constructible. 
We recall that the Zariski topology on C” is the topology whose closed 
sets are the closed algebraic sets (i.e., sets defined by simultaneous 
vanishing of a family of polynomials) and that a regular rational mapping 
of a subset XC C” into C?’ is a mapping whose components can be 
expressed as rational functions p(x)/q(x) in x = (xi ,..., x,), where q(x) 
never vanishes for x E X. A subset of CY is said to be defined over R if 
it is invariant under conjugation; a regular rational mapping y : X + C? 
is said to be defined over R if the expression of its components as 
rational functions of 0 can be chosen so that the coefficients which 
appear are real numbers. In case X is defined over R, this is equivalent 
to saying that graph 91 is invariant under conjugation. 
LEMMA 1.5. Hypotheses: Let G be a group whose underlying set is 
open in Ca (in the Zariski topology) and defined over R and whose group 
law is such that the mapping (g, h) --+gh-l : G x G -+ G is a regular 
rational mapping deJined over R. Let G x C? -+ Cb be a regular rational 
action of G on Cb defined over R. 
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Conclusion: Let GR denote the real points of G. Then the orbits of G, in 
Rb are analytic submanifolds of Rb. 
Proof. Recall that a subset is said to be locally closed if it is the 
intersection of an open set and a closed set; a subset of Cb is said to be 
constructible if it is a finite union of subsets which are locally closed in 
the Zariski topology on C b. A theorem of Chevalley asserts that if 
X C C is a constructible set and f : X + Co is a regular rational map- 
ping, then f [X] is a constructible set (see Mumford [5], p. 97, Corol- 
lary 2). In particular, applying this to the mapping g -+gx : G --t Cb, 
we see that any orbit of the action of G on Cb is a constructible set. 
Every constructible set contains a nonsingular point. By the obvious 
homogeneity property of an orbit, it follows that the orbits of the action 
of G on Cb are nonsingular; in particular, they are complex analytic 
submanifolds. If x E Rb, then Gx is invariant under conjugation. Since 
Gx is a complex analytic submanifold of Cb which is invariant under 
conjugation, Gx n Rb is a real analytic manifold whose real dimension 
is the same as the complex dimension of Gx. Now consider the mappings 
01~ : G + Cb defined by as(q) = qx and oly 1 G, : G, + Rb, which are of 
constant rank. Clearly, real rank (01~ / Ga) = complex rank 01~ = complex 
dim Gx = real dim Gx n Rb, so the mapping 01~ / G, : G, -+ Gx n Rb is 
of maximal rank. Hence Gax is open in Gx n Rb with respect to the 
metric topology, which implies that G,x is a submanifold of Rb, as 
asserted. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now, returning to the proof of the proposition, to show that an 
orbit IV,, of the action of Lk(n)’ x Lk( p) on Jk(n, p)’ is a submanifold, 
we apply the lemma in the following way. We let Jk(n, p; C) denote the 
set of k jets of complex analytic mappings (C”, 0) - + (CD, 0). We 
identify Jk(n, p; C) with Cb, where b = p((“i”) - l), by a identifying 
a k jet with the coefficients of its Taylor series expansion. We let Lk(n, C) 
denote the group of invertible (under composition) elements of 
Jk(n, n; C). We let Lk(n, C)’ x Lk(p, C) act on Jk(n, p; C)’ by 
(4 ,..., h, , h’) . (zl ,..., z,) = (h’ o z1 o h;‘,..., h’ o z, o h-l) 
for h, ,..., h, ~L~(ti, C), h’ EL~( p, C) and zi ,..., z, E Jk(n, p; C). Since 
Lk(n, C) is open in Jk(n, n; C) (in the Zariski topology), it follows that 
Lk(n, C)r x Lk(p, C) is open in C”, for a suitable positive integer a. 
Then it is easily verified that the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied 
for the action of G = Lk(n, C)’ x Lk(p, C) on Cbr = Jk(n, p; C)‘. 
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We identify Jk(n, p) with Rb, by identifying a k jet with the coefficients 
of its Taylor series expansion. Then GR = L”(n)’ x L”(p), so the fact 
that W, is a submanifold follows from the lemma. 
2. TRANSVERSALITY CONDITIONS 
In this section, we will give a formula which provides necessary and 
sufficient conditions for transversality to an orbit in .Jk(N, P). This 
formula will be used in the proof that the transversality condition in 
Section 4 implies infinitesimal stability. 
First, we observe that the problem of determining whether ,jkf is 
transversal to an orbit in r Jk(N, P) can be reduced to the case when the 
orbit lies in (npr)-l A,. Let z Ed Jk(N, P) and suppose z-~~.z has the 
form (1 .l) with yi # yi . (If it is not already of this form, it can be put 
in this form by a permutation of the indices, and this does not change 
anything essential.) 
In the notation introduced in the paragraph preceeding the proposition 
in Section 1, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The mapping ,jkf is transversal to W at x=z-~“x E Ncr) 
;f, and only if, for 1 < i < p, the mapping ,(,,j”f is transversal to Wi at 
xi = $$A E NW,,. 
The proof is immediate from (1.3) and the observation that 
.i”f = (,dY x ... X.(,,iW I NT)* 
Let f : N -+ P be a C” mapping and let xi ,..., x, be r distinct points 
in N. Let S = {xi ,..., x,}. We recall that e(f)s is defined as the set of 
germs at S of C” vector fields along f. Furthermore B(N), is defined as 
O(l,), and tf: B(N), -+ e(f )s and wf : 8(P),1,1+ O( f )s are defined by 
tf(5) = Tf 0 8 and wf (rl) = 71 of. 
There is a natural identification of R vector spaces 
w”PY J%)z = w M4++‘W )s > (2.2) 
where x = (xi ,..., x,) and z = ,jkf (x). (Here ,Jk(N, P)z denotes the 
fiber of 7 Jk(N, P) over x and the left side of the above equation denotes 
the tangent space to ,Jk(N, P)s at x). This identification is defined as 
follows. 
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Let 1 E O(f),/~&f~O(f), , let [ b e an element of 6(f), which projects 
onto 5, let 4 be a C” vector field along f whose germ at S is <, and let 
(8, : N-t %<,e be a one-parameter family of mappings of N into P 
such that g, = f and ag,/at = [. Then 
depends only on 5. We identify [ with this element. 
Note that in terms of this identification the “projection” 7r1 defined 
in III, 7.3 is the natural projection of m@(f) on m,O(f)/m~+%(f). We 
will use this fact without comment when applying III, Proposition 7.4. 
Let W be the orbit through x and let IV., denote the fiber of IV over x. 
Then, in terms of the identification (2.2), we have 
T(W ) = ?f[%W>sl + dwhsll + d+“‘w I* 
zz m”,“e(f 1s (2.3) 
To show this, we first observe that by (1.3) it is enough to 
consider the case when WC (,rr,r)-r A,. In this case, we have 
f(Xl) = *** = fW = (say) Y. (1 n other words, the image of x under 
the projection T?’ : ,Jk(N, P) ---f NC’) x P’ is (x, y’).) We have pre- 
viously (III, Proposition 7.4) obtained a formula for the tangent space 
to the fiber W z r,r of W over (x, y’). In terms of the notation we use 
here, this formula is 
Formula (2.3) follows immediately. 
There exists a unique R linear mapping 
such that 
n’f / T(rJ”(N, P)& = identity 
Tf O W’f >z = 0, 
since T(,Jk(N, P))z is the direct sum 
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Clearly pjkf is transversal to W at x if, and only if, 
~,[TWzl = TLPWT fwz . 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 4 be a C” vector field on N with compact support; 
let {h,} denote the one parameter group generated by [; let 
Xt = Km o ~3(49) 
and let ts denote the germ of [ at S. Then, in terms of the identi$ication (2.2), 
where [ 1 : 4f Is + Yf Mm “,“O(f )s denotes the projection. 
Proof. By the chain rule, 
The first summand on the right side is -[tf ([J], while the second is 
in ker nj . 
From this lemma, we deduce that, in terms of the identification (2.2), 
~r[TWzl = tf[~(%l + ~!W%~ll + &+W)S mi+W f js 
. (25) 
Hence, 
PROPOSITION 2.6. ,jkf is transversal to W at x if, and only if, 
wvw + mwf~sli + d+Wf h = wh . 
3. A VARIANT OF THE THOM TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 
The results of this section are due to Morlet (Seminaire H. Cartan 
1961-62). 
We begin by showing that P(N, P) . is a Baire space in the topology 
W, (defined in II), i.e., that a countable intersection of open dense 
subsets of P(N, P) is dense. If U is a subset of Jk(N, P), we set 
M(U) = {g E cyiv, P) : j’“g[N] _c U}. 
Recall that the topology W, is the topology having as a basis the collec- 
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tion {M(U)}, h w ere U ranges over all open subsets of Jk(N, P) and K 
ranges over all positive integers. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. C”(N, P) is a Baire space in the topology W, . 
Proof. Let V be nonvoid and open in C”(N, P), and let %i , Oaz ,... 
be a countable sequence of open dense subsets of C”(N, P). We must 
show that V n @i n 4Pz n ..a is nonvoid. 
For each positive integer K, choose a metric fk for Jk(N, P), compatible 
with the topology on Jk(N, P), making Jk(N, P) into a complete metric 
space. We may choose such a metric because Jk(N, P) can be embedded 
as a closed subset of Euclidean space, by the Whitney embedding 
theorem. 
Let V C Jko(N, P) be open and such that M(V) is nonvoid and 
M( l7) 2 V, where V denotes the closure of I’. Now we choose a sequence 
fl >f2 9”’ in Cm(N, P), a sequence of integers k, , K, ,... and a sequence 
Ul > u, ,“‘, where Ui is an open subset of Jkti)(N, P) such that the 
following are satisfied. 
(Ii) fi E M(V) n M( U,) n -.- n M( U,& n ei 
(2,) fi E M( UJ and M( Ui) C qi 
(3,) p~(iltfi(~),j~fi-~(x)) < 2-i, I < p < i and i > 1. 
We make these choices inductively. 
First, we choosef, so that (lr) holds; i.e., we choosef, E M(V) n ‘SP1 . 
We may do this because M(V) is open and nonvoid and a1 is dense. 
Then we choose K, and an open U, C Jk(‘)(N, P) so that (2,) holds. 
In general, having chosen fi ,..., fi-r , k, ,..., lzi-r , and U, ,..., Uipl 
such that (lj), (2,), and (3,) hold for 1 < j < i - 1, we first choose fi 
so that (li) and (3,) hold and then choose Ui so that (2,) holds. That we 
may do the second is obvious; to show that we may do the first, we reason 
as follows. 
Let 
?q = M(V) n M(U,) n ... n M(Ui_,) 
n {g E C”(N, P) : p,(j”g(x),jl”f~-l(X)) < 2-i, 1 < p < i}. 
Clearly wi is open. By ( liPi) and (2i-1), fiP1 E wi ; hence wi is nonvoid. 
Since GYi is dense, we can choose fi E pi n %!i . Then it is clear that 
(1%) and (3,) are satisfied. 
Having chosen these sequences, we proceed as follows. From (3,) and 
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the assumption that p(N, P) is complete in the metric pU , it follows 
that jufi converges (in the compact open topology on the set of continuous 
mappings of N into JII(N, P)) to a section g@ of J”(N, P) over N. In 
terms of local coordinates, this means that {fJ converges together with 
all of its derivatives of order < p in the compact open topology, as 
i--t 00. Hence, by a classical argument using the mean value theorem 
([l], (8.6.3)), it follows that f = lim,,, fi is of class Cu and juf = g”. 
Since p is arbitrary it follows that f is C”. Since fi E M( U,,) for each 
i > p, and j”f = g” = limi,m jufi , it follows that f E M( 0,) C %,, . 
Similarly f E M(V) C V. Since 
we have shown that this intersection is nonempty, as asserted. 
We will deduce our variant of Thorn’s transversality theorem from 
the following result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let U be a submanifold of a manifold W. Let F be a 
topological space and j : F + Cm( V, W) a mapping, where V is a manifold. 
(We don’t assume that j is continuous). Suppose that for each f E F there 
exists a continuous mapping v : (E, e,) + (F, f), where E is a manifold 
and e, E E, such that the induced mapping @ : E x V -+ W (defined by 
@(e, v) = jy(e)(v)) is C” and transversal to U. Then 
{f EF :j( f) is transversal to U} 
is dense in F. 
Proof. Take f EF and take v and Q, as in the hypothesis of the 
lemma. Then @-lU is a submanifold of E x V. By Sard’s theorem [6], 
Chap. II, Section 3, the set of regular values of the projection 
rr : Qb-iU -+ E (i.e., the set of e E E such that Trr : T(@-lU) --t TE, is 
surjective for every u E r-l(e)) is dense in E. One verifies easily that 
jy(e) is transversal to U if, and only if, e is a regular value of V. Hence, 
applying the fact that there are regular values of x arbitrarily close to e,, , 
we obtain the conclusion of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let U be a submanifold of ,Jk(N, P). De$ne 
FU = {f E Cm(N, P) : ,jkf is transversal to U}. 
Then Yo is a countable intersection of open and dense subsets in C”(N, P) 
(in the topology W,). 
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Proof. Choose a countable cover {Us} of U by compact submanifolds 
(possibly with corners) such that for each 01 
T?[U,] c v, x .‘. x v, x w, x ..* x w, (*) 
(where rrr : r jk(N, P) -+ IV(r) x P’ denotes the projection) for suitable 
disjoint coordinate patches VI ,..., V, in N and suitable coordinate 
patches IV, ,..., W, in P. We will show that each FU is open and dense, 
which will suffice to prove the theorem, since 
cd 
Since U, is compact, FU is open. To show that FU is dense, we will 
apply the lemma. To co&truct v, we proceed as ~0110~s. Let U,,i 
(resp. UL,i) denote the image of xTU, under the projection of 
VI x --* x v, x w, x ..* x I&‘, on Vi (resp. WJ. Then U,,i (resp. 
UL,i) is a compact subset of Vi (resp. W,), so we may choose a C” 
function pi (resp. pi’) defined on Vi (resp. Wi) with values in [0, I] 
which is identically 1 in a neighborhood of U+ (resp. U,,,{) and which 
has compact support. 
We choose charts 
t,bi : Vi + R”, fi : Wi + RP. 
Let E,, denote the R vector space of all polynomial mappings of R” 
into R” of degree < K. 
Choose a norm for E,, , and set d(X, Y) = inf{lI x - y 11 : x E X, y E Y} 
for any subsets X and Y of E,, . Set 
Ei = + min(d(fi SUPP pi’, RP - f$Wi), d(f,Ud,i , f&i’ < 1))). 
Set 
Ei = {e E Eo : 11 e#i(x)li < ci for all x E supp pi}. 
Then Ed is an open neighborhood of 0 in E,, . Set E = E, x **a x E, . 
Define g, : E --+ P(N, P) by setting, for e = (e, ,..., e,) E E, 
de)64 = f(x), if xEN\(Vl U “.u V,) or XE Vi and f(x)+ Wi. 
= fi’(pi(x) pi’(f(x)) ei(#i(x)> + fi(f(x))) if x E Vi and f(x) E wi - 
We leave it to the reader to check that q(e) is well defined and C” and 
that the induced mapping Q0 : E x N-t P (defined by Q$(e, n) = &e)(n)) 
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is C”. It follows that 9 is continuous (where Cm(N, P) is provided with 
the topology W,), since 
de) = f on N \ (supp p1 U ... U SuPP ~4, 
and supp p1 U a*- U supp pT is compact. 
Now we apply the lemma, where we take F = P(N, P), I/ = NT), 
W = ,Jk(N, P), and j = rjk. Clearly the mapping 
CD : E x N(‘) + ,.J”(N, P) 
induced by 9 (as in the lemma) is C”. Hence, in order to apply the 
lemma, it is enough to show that Q, is transversal to U, . 
In fact, we will show that if (e, x) E E x N(r) is such that @(e, x) E U, , 
then @ is locally a diffeomorphism at (e, x). Set x = (x1 ,..., x,.). Since 
@(e, x) = ,j”(p(e)(x), the projection of @(e, x) on Vi (resp. Wi) is xi 
(resp. y(e)(xJ), so from @(e, x) E U, it follows that xi E U,+ and 
q(e)(xJ E U~,i . Then we have 
where the first inequality is a consequence of the definition of y(e)(xJ 
and the second follows from ei E Ei and the definition of Ei . Thus 
&(f(xJ) is at a distance <Q from ~iU~,i . By the definition of E$ , it 
follows thatf( x i) is in the interior of the set (pi’ = l}. From Xi E Ua,i , 
it follows that xi is in the interior of the set (pi = 11. Hence by the 
definition of y(e)(x), we have that for all (e’, x’) E E x N(r) sufficiently 
close to (e, x), 
de’)&‘) = L?(ei’ 0 +4(xi’) + & of C%?). 
It follows that Cp is locally a diffeomorphism at (e, x); the local inverse 
to @ is the mapping which assigns to each z = (xi ,..., x,) E ,Jk(N, P) 
near @(e, x) the pair (e’, x’) E E x WT), where x’ = (xi’,..., x,.‘> is the 
image of z under the projection ,Jk(N, P) -+ N(r) and e’ = (e,‘,..., e,‘} 
is defined by letting ei’ be the unique polynomial mapping of degree k 
such that 
zi = j”(&’ 0 (e,’ 0 #$ + si 0 f  ))(xi). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let U, , U, ,... be a sequence of submanifolds of 
,Jk(N, P), Then n,YUi is dense in C”(N, P). 
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 3.1 and 3.3. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF STABLE MAPPINGS 
We begin by recalling the definitions. Let f E Cm(N, P). We say f is 
stable if there is a neighborhood @ off in the W, topology on Cm(N, P) 
such that g E @ implies there exists h E diff” N and h’ E diff” P such 
thatg=h’ofoh. 
We let S(f) denote the set of C” vector fields alongf, i.e., C” map- 
pings 5 : N -+ TP such that c(x) E TP1(,) for every x E N. We set 
O(N) = O(1,) and let tf : B(N) -+ O(f) and wf : B(P) -+ O(f) be defined 
by tf(f) = Tf 0 5, wf (7) = 71 of. W e say f is in.nitesimally stable if 
?f FYw + wf [WI = O(f 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r 3 p + 1 and k > p, where p = dim P. Let 
f:N+P be a proper C” mapping. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(a) f is stable; 
(b) f is injinitesimally stable; 
(c) ,jkfis transversal to every orbit in ,Jk(N, P). 
There is a fourth condition which is equivalent to these three and 
plays an important role in determining in which dimensions the proper 
stable mappings are dense in the proper mappings. We set 
‘(‘) = (f*[m,] + mzl) C(N)z ’ 
for any z E Jk(N, P), where f : (N, X) -+ (P, y) is any Cm representative 
of x. Clearly Q( z is independent of the choice of f. Furthermore, ) 
Q(z) = Qk(f ), where the latter is as defined in the introduction of IV. 
Given z and x’ E Jk(N, P), we will say z is contact equivalent to x’ if 
Q(z) m Q(d), where M denotes R algebra isomorphism. From IV, 
Theorem 2.1, it follows that for z, z’ E Jk(n, p), z is contact equivalent 
to z’ if and only if z and z’ are in the same Xk orbit, where the group 
Zk and the C” action of Zk on Jk(n, p) are as defined in III, Section 7. 
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More generally if z = (xi,..., z,) and z’ = (zi’,..., z,.‘) are members 
of ,Jk(N, P), we say .z and x’ are contact equivalent if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) zi is contact equivalent to xi’ for 1 < i < r. 
(ii) yi = yi if, and only if, yi’ = yj’ for 1 < i, j < Y, where yi 
(resp. yi’) denotes the target of xi (resp. xi’). 
By a contact class in T_I’“(N, P) (resp. Jk(n, p)‘), we mean an equivalence 
class of elements of ,Jk(N, P) (resp. Jk(n, 9)‘) under the relation of 
contact equivalence. 
LEMMA 4.2. The contact classes are submanifolds of ,Jk(N, P). 
Proof. The paragraph preceeding the proposition in Section 1 
remains true if orbit is replaced throughout by contact class. Hence it is 
enough to consider the case of a contact class W such that r,‘W C d, 
(where A, is the diagonal in Pr). 
Clearly W is locally (over N tr) x A,) the product of an open set in 
N(r) x A, and a contact class W,, in J”(n,p)r. Then W,, = W, x **a x W, , 
where each Wi is a contact class in Jk(n, p). By IV, Theorem 2.1, Wi is 
an orbit of the action of 37” on Jk(n, p). 
From the definition of Xk and of its action on Jk(n, p), it follows that 
we may apply the lemma in Section 1, and conclude that an orbit of 
this group is a submanifold in the same way as we concluded that an 
orbit of Lk(n) x L”(p) is a submanifold in Section 1. 
The notion of contact class permits us to state the fourth equivalent 
condition. In the addendum below we state a fifth equivalent condition 
as well. This seems to be the most convenient to use when determining 
whether or not an explicitly given map-germ is stable. 
Addendum. With the hypotheses as in the theorem, the following 
are equivalent to (a)-(c). 
(d) ?jkf is transversal to every contact class in ,. Jk(N, P). 
(e) For every subset S of N having r or fewer points, such that 
f [S] is a single point, we have 
Proof of the theorem and its addendum. The proof goes a 5 c z- d * 
e * b G- a. We have already shown b * a in II. To see a =P c, we 
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reason as follows. Given any orbit U in ,Jk(N, P), it follows from 
corollary (3.4) that f can be approximated arbitrarily well (in the IV, 
topology) by a C” mapping g : N + P such that ,.jkg is transversal to U. 
From the hypothesis that f is stable, it follows that for g sufficiently 
close to f, there exists h E diff” N and h’ E diff” P such that f = h'gh. 
Then the fact that ,jkg is transversal to U implies that ,jkf is also. Since 
U is an arbitrary orbit in .Jk(N, P), this yields c. 
Next, c * d is obvious. That d => e is a consequence of the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let x1 ,..., x, be distinct points of N. Let 
x = (Xl ,..., x,) EN’S) and s = {x1 ,..., xs} c N. 
Let z = ,jkf (x) and let W be the contact class containing z. Then ,jkf is 
transversal to W at x if, and only ;f, (4.3) holds. 
Proof. Let W, be the fiber of W over X. In terms of the identifica- 
tion (2.2), we have 
To show this, we first observe that since (1.3) holds when W is a contact 
class as well as when W is an orbit, it suffices to prove this formula in 
the special case when WC (rrPs)--l A,. In this case, we have 
f(Xl) = *** =f (4 = (say> Y* (I n other words, the image of z under 
the projection r? : ,Jk(N, P) -+ N@) x P is (x, y”).) We have previously 
(III, 7.4) obtained a formula for the tangent space to the fiber Wz,uS of 
W over (x, y”). In terms of the notation that we use here, this formula 
is 
Formula (4.5) follows immediately. 
From the lemma in Section 2 and (4.5), it follows that, in terms of 
the identification (2.2), 
Lemma 4.4 follows immediately. 
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Now to show d * e, we take S as in (e). Let xi ,..., x, be the distinct 
points of S and let S’ = {xi ,..., x7) be a set with r distinct points 
containing S. Let x = (xi ,..., xs), x’ = (xi ,..., x,), .z = sjkf(x), and 
z’ = ,jl”f(x’). 
Let W be the contact class in ,.Jk(N, P) which contains z and W 
the contact class in ,Jk(N, P) which contains x’. By hypothesis ,jkf is 
transversal to IV’. It follows that ,jkf is transversal to IV. Then by 
Lemma 4.4, we obtain (4.3). 
Now we show e * b. From (4.3) and (III, Theorem 1.13) it follows 
that 
evvs1 + GV)f[sll = Ws * (4.7) 
(Here we use the hypothesis that k 3 p = dim P.) Thus, (e) implies 
that (4.7) holds for all S C N with r or fewer elements such that f [S] 
is a single point. 
Let 
In other words, in the case dim N 3 dim P, Z is the singular set off, 
while in the case dim N < dim P, we have 2 = N. For each y E P, 
let .ZU = f -i(y) n Z. Letting S be a subset of Zr, with Y or fewer 
elements, and s the number of elements in S, we have 
w >s p 3 dimR m,e(f)S + tf[e(N),] 3 sy 
where the first inequality is a consequence of (4.7) and the second of 
the assumption S C Z. Since r > p + 1, it follows that .ZV has at most P 
elements. 
Now, let 5 E O(f). F rom (4.7), applied with S = ZY, and the fact 
that the projections B(N) + B(N), and O(P) -+ d(P)ll are onto, it follows 
that there exist 5, E B(N) and ql/ E B(P) such that 
(tf(&J + d%N I u, = 3 I UT/ 
for a suitable open neighborhood U, of ZU in P. From the fact that f is 
proper and P is compactly generated (i.e., a set X C P is closed if, and 
only if, its intersection with each compact subset of P is closed) it 
follows that f is a closed mapping, i.e., f maps closed subsets of N into 
closed subsets of P. In particular f[Z \ U,] is closed in P. Let V, be 
its complement. Since ZU c U, , y E I’, . Let &JaEA be a C” partition 
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of unity on P which is subordinate to {V,}. In other words, {p,} is a C” 
partition of unity such that for each (Y E A, there exists y = y(a) E P 
such that supp pa C V,(U) . Let 
Then 
where 
lJ = (I (uda) uf-‘[P \ SUPP .&I), 
EEA 
since tf((pm of) Syd + ~f(pa~(~)) - (A of) 5 is identically 0 on 
u Uca) uf-l[P 1, supp p,]. Furthermore U is open, since it is a locally 
finite intersection of open sets. Finally, Z C U, since if x E Z then either 
x E UU(cI) orf(x) $ V,(ti) (by definition of V,), so that x ~f-l[P \ supp pJ 
(since supp po! C VV(n)). 
Thus i - tfkfd - wf(vd vanishes on a neighborhood of 2. Since 
Tf : TN, -+ TP,(,, is onto for all x # 2, it follows that there exists 
t2 E B(N) such that 5 - tf(<,) - wf (ql) = tf(fJ. Hence, 
i = tf(& + (2) + ~fh)- 
Since 5 E d(f) was arbitrary, this completes the proof that f is infinitesi- 
mally stable. 
5. DROPPING THE HYPOTHESIS THAT f BE PROPER 
If we drop the hypothesis that f be proper, the implications a 3 c 
and b + c in Theorem 4.1 remain valid; the other implications become 
false. The proof of a * c that we gave in $4 does not use the hypothesis 
of f being proper. Furthermore b 3 c follows immediately from 
Proposition 2.6. 
That c + b and c + a are shown by an example that we 
considered in II. Let P = (-1, 1), N = (-1, 1) u (1, 2) and 
f = (L-c + Lx”) u (x 4 2 - x) : N + P. Then f has the property that 
the inverse image of a point in P contains 0, 1, or 3 points, and this 
property can be destroyed by an arbitrarily small change in f. On the 
other hand, it is easily verified that f satisfies b (and therefore also 
satisfies c). 
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B. Morin has constructed an example which shows that the remaining 
two implications (a G- b and c * b) fail. 
Though c does not imply b in Theorem 4.1, we have an equivalence 
between c plus another hypothesis and b. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 2 = {x E N : Tf : TN, -+ TPf(,) is not SW- 
jective}. Then f is infkitesimally stable if, and only if, f 1 2 : .E + P is 
proper and condition c in Theorem 4.1 is satis$ed. 
Proof. Suppose that f 1 Z is not proper. We can choose a sequence 
x1 ,...) x, ). . . in Zwhich does not converge but is such thatf(x,),..., f(x&... 
converges in P. Let ~~~~~~ be an element of TPt(,.) \ Tf [TN,(l. Choose 
a Riemannian metric for P, i.e., a continuously varying Hilbert norm 
on TP, . Let 
ai = dist.(v,(,s f rf[Z’Nz,]) ’ 
i = 1, 2,..., 
where dist. is taken with respect to the Hilbert norm. Let 5 E 8(f) be 
such that <(xi) = aivufcz,) . Such a c exists since the set {xi} is discrete. 
Then it is easily seen that there is no (t, 17) E 0(N) x 8(P) such that 
i = tf(f> + wf (7); otherwise, we would have 
which is impossible, since it would imply 
which cannot be, because 7 is continuous and f (xi) converges as i + CO. 
Hence, f is not infinitesimally stable. This argument shows that if f is 
infinitesimally stable, then f 1 Z is proper. 
On the other hand, we have already shown that f being infinitesimally 
stable implies c. 
Conversely, in the proof of c * b in Section 4, we did not actually 
use the hypothesis that f be proper, but only the hypothesis that f 1 Z be 
proper. 
6. EXISTENCE OF TRANSVERSAL POINTS 
Let U be a Cl submanifold of Jk(N, P). Let z E U. Let x be the 
source of z. We will say that z is a transversal point of U if there exists 
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a C” map-germ f : (N, x) ---f P such that jFf(x) = x and jkf is trans- 
versal to U at x. 
Let n = dim N, p = dim P. Note that if cod U > n, then U has no 
transversal points. On the other hand, 
THEOREM 6.1. If codim U < n and U is C2, then the set of trans- 
versal points is dense in U. 
We do not know whether this result remains true if the hypothesis 
that U be C2 is dropped. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
We define sub-bundles K’ of the tangent bundle TJk over 
Jk = Jk(N, P), as follows. 
Kz = ker@roj : TJk + TJz-l), 1 <l<k+l 
K” = ker(proj : TJ” + TN). 
We define sub-bundles Tz of TJk for 0 < 1 < k by 
T,’ = T(jY)[TN,1 @ Kzz 
for any z E Jk, where x denotes the source of ,z and f  : (N, x) - + P 
is any C” representative of x. We have that Tcz is independent of the 
choice off, since if f’ : (N, x) - -+ P is a second C” representative of z, 
then 
T(jy)(v) - T(j’;f’)(v) E K,” 
for all v E TN, . 
Our first step in the proof is to show that z E U is a transversal point 
of U if 
TJ,” = TU, + T,“. (6.2) 
To see this, we choose a C” map-germ f : (N, x) - -+ P such that 
j”f(x) = z and T(jkf )[TN,I + TU, has the maximal possible dimension 
and then show that jkf is transversal to U at x. We will suppose that jkf 
is not transversal to U at x and obtain a contradiction. 
From our assumption (6.2) and the definition of TZ1, it follows that 
TJ,” = TU, + T(j’if)[TN,] + K,“. 
Our assumption that jkf is not transversal to U implies that there exists 
w E Kzk \ (TU, + T(jYf)[T~czl). 
6071413-S 
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Since n = dim TN, > cod U, there also exists a non-zero v E TN, 
such that T(j”f)(v) E TU, . A simple calculation in local coordinates 
shows that there existsf’ : (N, X) - -+ P such that jkf’(x) = z and 
WY>(v) = VY)(v) + w. 
Now we suppose that P = Rp and that the target of x is 0, so that 
we can form sums hf + pf’, where h, p E R. Let V be a linear subspace 
of TN, such that T(jkf)[F’J n TU, = 0 and V is maximal with respect 
to this property. It follows that for all h sufficiently small, setting 
f,+ = Af’ + (1 - X) f, we have 
and 
T(jkfh)[V] n TU, = 0 
On the other hand, we obtain from our choice off’ that 
T(j’cf)(v) = WY)(v) + hw 
= hw mod TU, . 
Hence w E T(jkfA)[TNz] + TUB , if h # 0. Then for h # 0, sufficiently 
close to 0, 
dim(T(jtfJ[TNJ + TU,) >, dim(T(j’ff,)[~l + TU, + Rw) 
= dim(T(jlcf)[vl + TU,) + 1 
= dim(T(j”f)[V] + TU,) + 1 
= dim(T(j’cf)[TN,] + TU,) + 1. 
This inequality contradicts the maximality property that f was supposed 
to have. This contradiction shows that jkf is transversal to U at x. 
Hence to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that the set of 
,z E U such that (6.2) holds is dense in U. 
Consider the following functions from U into the nonnegative 
integers: 
.a -+ dim(TU, n Kzz), O<l<k 
z + dim(TU, n TZz), O<l<k. (6.3) 
From the semicontinuity of these functions, it follows that the set U’ 
of all points x E U such that all these functions are locally constant at z 
is open and dense in U. We will show that (6.2) holds for all z E u’. 
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Throughout the rest of this section, we fix .a E U’ and let x E N 
denote its source. For any positive integer 1, we let 
be defined by 
01~’ : TN, OR m,z/m;+l + RI;--‘lm,” 
cxzo(v @ w) = Xg mod m,‘, 
for any X E B(N), and g E C(N), such that X(x) = v and g z mod mi+‘. 
DEFINITION. Let E, F, and Fl be R vector spaces, and let 
L : E @,, F --f Fl be an R linear mapping. We will say that L has 
property (A) if for each non-zero q~ E F,* (where F,* denotes the dual 
of Fl in the sense of R vector spaces), the induced mapping 
L,: E-F*, 
defined by L,(e)(f) = cpL(e @f) for all e E E and f E F, is injective. 
LEMMA 6.4. The mapping 01 lo has property (A). 
Proof. There is a natural identification of (mZz/m~+‘)* with the 
I fold symmetric product Sz( TN,) of TN, with itself. This identification 
preserves the R vector space structures and has the property that if 
cp E (m;--l/m,“)* = P’( TN,), we have c&,(e) = eg, E Sl(TN,) for all 
e E TN, . (In fact, this identification is uniquely determined by these 
properties.) Hence, we can deduce that at,, is injective (for nonzero g’) 
from the fact that the symmetric algebra on TN, has no zero divisors. 
By (2.2), we have an identification 
K,’ = O(f)/m~O(j). 
In terms of this identification, we get 
K,‘/K:+l = m,z~(f)/m~+lO(f) = m,‘/m~l & e(f)/mze(f). 
Using the identification e(f) Im,d(f) = TP, (where y = f (x) denotes 
the target of z), we obtain an identification 
K,‘/Ky = m,l/m~~l & TP, . (6.5) 
Using this identification, we can define the following mapping: 
01~ = 01: @ 1 : TN, & K,z/K;+l--+ Kf-l/K,‘, 
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where 1 denotes the identity mapping of TP, . As an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 6.4, we obtain, 
COROLLARY 6.6. The mapping CY~ has property (A). 
From this, we deduce: 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let V and W be R vector subspaces of TN, atid 
Kez/K:l, respectively. Suppose codim V + codim W < n. Then 
az[ V @ W] = K;-l/K,z. (6.8) 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let y be a non-zero element in 
(Ki-l/Ksz)* which annihilates oll[V @ w]. Then OI~,~[V] annihilates W. 
But this is impossible, since CX~,~ is injective and 
dim V = n - codim V > codim W. 
This contradiction proves the corollary. 
Let Wk = K,k n TU, , and for 0 < I < k - 1, let W” be the subspace 
of K,“/Ki+l defined by 
wz = Tz’ n TUz + T:+’ c T,” K,’ 
Tl+l TZfl KZ+l ' 
z z z 
where the identification T,l/Ti+l = K,z/Ki+l is induced by the inclusion 
K,” C T,l. Let 
V = x(T,” n TU,) C TN, , 
where rr : TJSk -+ TN, denotes the projection. 
LEMMA 6.9. For 1 < 1 < k, we have CX~[V @ W,] C WI-, . 
Proof that Lemma 6.9 implies 6.2. Suppose that 6.2 does not hold. 
Then 
dim ‘I’,” - dim(T,” n TU,) < codim U < n. 
From this and the exact sequences, 
O+KzkLT,li: TN,+0 
o-+ WkC+(TZkn TU,): V-+0, 
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we obtain 
(dim K,” - dim IV) + (dim TN, - dim V) < n, 
i.e., codim Wk + codim V < n, where “codim” is taken in the sense of 
Corollary 6.7. From Corollary 6.7 we obtain +[V @ W,] = Kt-‘/K). 
Hence, by Lemma 6.9 W,-, = Kzwl/Kak. Then using decreasing induc- 
tion on K and applying Corollary 6.7 and Lemma 6.9, we obtain 
W, = Kzz/K, ‘+I for 0 < I < k - 1. By the definition of W”, this implies 
T,’ n TU, + ,:+I = T,‘. 
Since this is true for 0 < I < K - 1, we obtain 
T,O n TU, + T,” = T,O. 
But T,o = TJzk, so (6.2) is proved. 
Now we begin the proof of Lemma 6.9. In the proof of Lemma 6.9, 
we will use the assumption that U is of class C2 and also the assumption 
that z E U’. We do not know whether Lemma 6.9 remains true if the 
hypothesis that U be of class C2 is dropped. On the other hand, if the 
hypothesis that x E U’ dropped, then Lemma 6.9 is false, since it is 
false that every point of U is a transversal point, where U is an arbitrary 
submanifold of Jk whose codimension is <n. 
The proof of Lemma 6.9 has two special cases, depending on whether 
l=korl<k. 
Case 1. I = k. Consider Fig. 1, where 1 < I < k. 
+(Tk), OR r’(K$, 
J 
’ - r”(Te-‘)Z 
t @ Ko” ,1-l 
TN, a Kf/K”” OLe _ z 
1 
Kc-‘/ Ke z 
FIGURE 1 
The notations are the following. For any Cm bundle E over Jk, P(E), 
denotes the set of germs at z of CT sections of E. The mapping B in 
Fig. 1 is defined by the Lie bracket: 
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Also t is defined as the composition 
rYT”)z A T,k C T Jz” =@+ TN,, 
where Ed, denotes the evaluation at z. Furthermore ~1-1 is defined as 
the composition 
r"(T1-l), & T;-1 a T;-l/T,t ~ K;-l/&t, 
where w is the isomorphism induced by the inclusion of Ki-l in ‘I’:-l. 
Finally Koz is defined as the composition 
r’(K’)z & K,t & K,I/K;l. 
Note that K;-’ is the restriction of Kz-‘. 
One verifies by direct calculation in local coordinates that Fig. 1 is 
commutative. We outline this calculation here. Let x1 ,..., X, be a local 
system of coordinates for N, null at x, and y1 ,..., yP be a local system of 
coordinates for P, null at y. 
Let 1 < i < p, and let w = (wr ,..., WJ be a multi-index such that 
1 w 1 < k. Define yi,,, to be the function given in a neighborhood of z 
in Jk by the requirement that 
(6.10) 
for all C” mappings f : N -P P. (In particular, this equality means that 
the domain of definition of the right side is the same as that of the left 
side). Then x1 ,..., X, and {yi,w}l~isp,,wl~k form a local system of 
coordinates for Jk, defined in a neighborhood of x. Let 
where Q is the multi-index with 1 in the i-th place and 0 elsewhere. 
Then a, E P(Tk), . We have 
In terms of the identification (6.3, we have 
a 1 a 
-=-JLP@-. 
ah a3 
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Then it is a straightforward matter to check that going around Fig. 1 
in either way yields the same image for ai @ (a/a,,J (where I w 1 > I). 
From this it follows easily that Fig. 1 is commutative. 
To show that Lemma 6.9 holds in the case I = k it is enough to 
show that ~l~-r(~ @ W) E lV,-, for z, E V and w E W, . By definition of 
V, there exists G E Tsk n TU, such that z-(c) = V. Since x E U’, the func- 
tions given by 6.3 are locally constant at z; in particular (T” 1 U’) n TU’ 
is a Cl vector bundle over U’. It follows that there exists .$ E P(Tk)Z 
which is tangent to U (i.e., 6 / U E P( TU),), such that t(x) = fi. Then 
t(4) = ZI. Similarly there exists 77 E P(Kk)Z which is tangent to U, such 
that Q”(T) = w. Then B(t @ 7) = -[E, ~1 is tangent to U, so it 
follows from the definition of Wk-l that K”-~B([ @ 7) E W,-, . Then 
as asserted. 
Case 2. 1 < K. Consider Fig. 2. 
I+TklZ @I+T’), - 8 T”(Te-‘JZ 
i 
,e-t 
ae p Ke-‘/Ke z z 
FIGURE 2 
Here again B is the mapping defined by the Lie bracket: 
we 0 77) = -K 4 
The other notations are the same as in Fig. 1. Using the fact that 
Fig. 1 commutes and the hypothesis I < k, we can verify that Fig. 2 
commutes. For if 5 E P(Tk)# and 7 E P(T”), , then 7 = Q + qz, 
where vi E P(Kl), and qz E P(TQ . Since Fig. 1 commutes, both ways 
of going around Fig. 2 yield the same image for < @ qi ; since I < k, 
both ways of going around Fig. 2 yield 0 for the image of 5 @ rlz . 
Now ar[Y @ W,] C W,-, follows from the commutativity of Fig. 2 
for I < K in the same way as a,[V @ W,] C W,-, followed from the 
commutativity of Fig. 1. 
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7. DEFINITION OF u(qp) 
As always, we let Jk(n, p) denote the set of k jets of Ck mappings 
(R",O)-+(Ry 0). F or each nonnegative integer r, we let IV,= Wr”(n, p) 
denote the set of 2 E Jk(n, p) such that the codimension of the contact 
class in Jk(n, p) which contains x is > r. From the fact that two elements 
x, z’ of Jl”(n, P> are in the same contact class if, and only if, they are in 
the same orbit of Xk, it follows that IV, is a closed algebraic subset of 
Jk(n, p). In other words, IV, is defined by a family of polynomials in 
{Y~,~), where {Y~,~} is the system of coordinates for J”(n,p) defined 
by 6.10. 
We let IV,* denote the union of all irreducible components of IV, 
whose codimension is <r. We let nk(n, p) = (JraO IV,*. Then rk(n, p) 
is a closed algebraic subset of Jk(n, p). We let uk(n, p) be the co- 
dimension of nk(n, p). Clearly, u”(n, p) >, uk(n, p) if I < Fz. We let 
CT(~, p) = inf, (~~(72, p). 
8. CRITERIUM FOR THE DENSITY OF STABLE MAPPINGS 
THEOREM 8.1. Let N and P be manifolds of dimension n and p respec- 
tively. Then the set of proper stable C” mappings of N into P is dense (with 
respect to the topology Wa) in the set C,, of proper C” mappings of N 
into P if, and only if, n < u(n, p), provided that C,, is nonempty. 
Proof of “if”. Suppose n < u(n, p). Let nk(N, P) be the sub-bundle 
of Jk(N, P) over N x P having &(n, p) as fiber. Then r’“(N, P) is the 
union of finitely many submanifolds of Jk(N, P), each having codimen- 
sion 3 u(n, p) > n in Jk(N, P). Hence, by Corollary 3.4, the set 
Co={f~C,,:j~[N]n7F(N,P)= a} 
is dense in C,, . 
Now we note that Jk(n, p) \ rk(n, p) is a finite union of contact 
classes in Jk(n, p). That it is a union of contact classes is obvious. We set 
VP = WV \ (WY* v WY,,) 
Then I’, is a Zariski locally closed subset of Jk(n, p) of codimension r. 
If z E V, , then Xk.s is a submanifold of V,. whose codimension in 
Jk(n, p) is r. Hence, Xkz is open (with respect to the metric topology) 
in V, . Since V, is a disjoint union of orbits of Xk and these are open 
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in Y, , it follows that each connected component of V, (with respect to 
the metric topology) is in a single orbit of 29. By a theorem of Whitney 
[8], any subset of Rb which is locally closed in the Zariski topology has 
only finitely many connected components with respect to the metric 
topology. Hence, V, contains only finitely many orbits of Xk. 
From the definition of +(n, p), it follows that 
JYn, P) ‘1 &(n,p) = V, U ... U Vd, 
where d is the dimension of Jk(n, p). Hence, there are only finitely many 
orbits of Sk in Jk(n, p) \ 7rk(z, p), as asserted. 
It follows immediately that there are only a finite number of contact 
classes in Jk(N, P) \ nk(N, P). 
Now, we let ?rk(N, P) be the set of all x = (xi ,..., .zY) E ,Jk(N, I’) 
such that for at least one i, 1 < i ,< r, we have zi E nk(N, P). From 
what we have just shown it follows that ,Jk(iV, P) \ ?nk(N, P) is a 
finite union of contact classes. From the transversality theorem (Corol- 
lary 3.4) it follows that the set C,, of all f E C,,, such that .+,jpf is trans- 
versal to all contact classes in ],+ip(N, P) \ p+l+(N, P) is dense in 
C Pr . Clearly, if f~ C,, n C,, , then .+,jpf is transversal to all contact 
classes in P+l Jp(N, P), since the hypothesis f E C, implies 
,+lj”f[Nf~~+l)] n 9+pqv, P) = c . 
By the equivalence of d and a in Theorem 4.1 and its addendum, it 
then follows that any f E C,, n C, is stable. 
Since CO is open as well as dense in C,,, and C,, is dense in C,,, it 
follows that C, n C,, is dense in C,, . This completes the proof that 
n < a(n, p) implies that the stable proper mappings are dense in the 
proper mappings. 
9. z, AND l’i, 
Let 2, = Zr(n, p) d enote the subset of Jk(n, p) consisting of all 12 jets 
z of rank r. Let A, = A,(n, p) be the set of all z E Jk(n, p) which are K 
jets of mappings of the form IV 1.7. Since every map-germ 
f: (R", 0) - -(Rp,O) can be put in the form IV 1.7 by a change of 
coordinates, the mapping 
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induced by the action of &k on 2, is surjective (where dk = 
Lk(n) x Lk(PD 
The purpose of this section is to compare the properties of subsets 
of 2,. which are invariant under ~2” with the properties of their inter- 
sections with A, . For this purpose, we will make use of a local section /3 
of 01, defined as follows. 
Let Zr” denote the set of all z E Z, such that for one (and therefore 
every) representative f : (Rn, 0) - --+ (Rp, 0) of z, we have that 
fR*“l 7’..> f *yr > x9.+1 l’.“.> x, form a local system of coordinates at 0 for 
n, where x1 ,..., x, IS the canonical system of coordinates for R” and 
yi ,...,yP in the canonical system of coordinates for RD. Clearly, Zr” is 
a Zariski open set in Z, . 
Let z E Z,O and let f : (R”, 0) - -+ (Rp, 0) be a representative of x. 
Since f is of rank r, and d(y, of),..., d(y, of) are linearly independent 
at the origin, there exist unique aii E R (1 < i ,< Y, r + 1 < j < p) such 
that 
Define h : (R”, 0) - + (R”, 0) and h’ : (Rp, 0) - --t (Rp, 0) as follows 
XiOh = yiof, l<i<r 
= xi rfl \<i,<n. 
yi o h’ = yi 1 <i<r 
Clearly, h and h’ are germs of diffeomorphisms and h’ 0 f 0 h-l has the 
form IV 1.7. Let p(z) = (htk), h’-lfk), (h’ of0 h-l)k). ThenP(z) E &OZk x A, 
and /3 : Z,O -+ dk x A, is a regular rational mapping and hence con- 
tinuous in the Zariski topology. Furthermore, it is a local section of 01. 
The mapping fl has the following pleasant properties. Let &* denote 
the subgroup of & consisting of all (h, h’) E ~2 such that xi 0 h = xi for 
r + 1 < i < 71, yi 0 h’ = yi for 1 < i < Y, and yi 0 h’ has the form 
yi - &larjiyi with olij E R for r + 1 < i < p. Let 5;4*k denote the 
image of &* under the canonical projection & --+dk. Then &.+k is 
Zariski closed in ,dk. It is easily seen that /3 is a regular birational mapping 
of Z,.O onto JJZ.+~ x A,. In particular, it is a homeomorphism with 
respect to the Zariski topologies. The inverse of /3 is (Y 1 &*k x A,. 
From these remarks, we deduce the result of this section. 
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PROPOSITION 9.1. Let X be an dk invariant subset of Z, . Then X is 
Zariski open (in Z,), resp. Zariski closed, resp. irreducible ;f, and only $, 
X n A, is Zariski open (in A,), resp. Zariski closed, resp. irreducible. The 
codimension of X in Z, is the same as that of X n A, in A, . 
Proof. Clearly, if X is Zariski open then X n A, is Zariski open. 
Conversely, from the hypothesis that X is .Mk invariant, it follows that 
,8[X n Z,O] = JzT.+~ x (Ar n X). F rom the hypothesis that A, n X is 
open in A, it follows that J&‘*” x (A,, n X) is open in &‘.+k x A, . Hence, 
X n Z,O is open in Zr”. Since Z,O is open in Z, , it follows that X n Zro 
is open in Z, . Since X n Zr” sweeps out X under the action of xk it 
follows that X is open in Z, . 
The fact that an dk invariant set X in Z, is closed in Z, if, and only 
if, X n A, is closed in A, follows from the result just proved by taking 
complements. 
From the fact that Z, \ Zr” is Zariski closed in Z, and the assumption 
that X is dk invariant, it follows that X n ZTo is dense in X. Hence 
X n Zr” is irreducible if, and only if, X is. Since /3 is a Zariski homeo- 
morphism, /3[X n Z,O] = &.+k x (A, n X) is irreducible if, and only if, 
X n Zr” is. One verifies easily that with respect to the canonical coordi- 
nates for dk, the subgroup &*k is an open subset of a Euclidean space, 
and hence irreducible. It follows that A, n X is irreducible if, and only 
if, &.+” x (Ar n X) is. This shows that X is irreducible if, and only if, 
A, n X is. 
The fact that dim A, - dim(A, n X) = dim Z, - dim X follows 
from arguments similar to those just given. 
10. THE SET OF NONSTABLE JETS 
Let k > p + 1. Let z E Jk(n, p). We recall that whether a Cm repre- 
sentative f : (P, 0) - -+ (R*, 0) o x is infinitesimally stable or not f 
depends only on z, not on the choice of representative f of z. (See IV, 
Section 4 and recall that in IV we used “stable” as an abbreviation for 
infinitesimally stable. We will use this abbreviation again here.) We will 
say z is stable if f is stable. We let Stk(n, p) denote the set of stable jets 
in Jk(n, p) and zk(n, p) its complement. ,JF(n, p) is a closed algebraic 
subset of Jk(n, p). In this section, we will use the abbreviation 
J = Jk(n, p), ,JY = zk(n, p), and St = Stk(n, p), except when confusion 
would result from using this notation. 
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Our purpose here is to describe the set z in terms of the W, intro- 
duced in Section 7. To begin with, it is clear that W,,, _C z:. Since 
it suffices to describe (W, \ I&‘,+,) f~ ,E for 0 < p < n in order to 
completely describe 2. 
Let Z = Ural Z, denote the set of singular jets in J, where Z, is 
defined as in the previous section. Clearly, Z is a closed algebraic subset 
of codimension / n - p 1 + 1 in J. Furthermore, Z = W, = Wln+,+i 
and ,?Y_CZ. 
Now we let h = A, : A,(n, p) --+ Jk(ti - r, p - Y) be defined as in IV, 
Section 5. We recall the definition. If z E A, and f is a representative 
of x having the form IV 1.7, then h(z) is the k jet of f ‘, where 
f' :(R"-',O) - -f(R~-~,0) is given by 
Yi of’@1 ,--*, %L-7) = YTfi ~f(O,..., 0, *I >---, %-,), 1 <i<p-r. 
Clearly, the image of X is A,(n - r, p - r) = Z&n - r, p - Y). 
Furthermore, the set of 3? orbits which lie in Zr(n, p) is in one-one 
correspondence with the set of xk orbits which lie in Z,(n - r, p - r) 
by IV, Theorem 2.1. If X is a .P orbit which lies in Z,(n, p) and X’ is 
the corresponding 39 orbit in Z,(n - r, p - Y), then 
X n A&Z, p) = h-1X 
and this equality uniquely defines the correspondence between the set 
of &‘-k orbits in Z,(n, p) and the set of 3-k orbits in Z,(n - r, p - r). 
Note that 
codim X = codim X’ 
where codim X (resp., codim X’) means the codimension of X in 
Jk(n, p) (resp., J”(n - r, p - r)). Hence, we obtain 
wo(f2, p) n A,(Tz, p) = h-y W,(n - r, p - r) n Z,(n - r, p - T)). (10.1) 
Now we recall some notation from IV. Let gn”,-, denote the ring of 
germs at 0 of R valued C” functions on RneT and let m be its maximal 
ideal. We let SE:: denote the free G”,-, module on generators cl ,..., +, 
and set @---r,(k) - &W-r 
n--r - 12-v lrnk+hY~:~ . We let G, denote the Grassmannian 
consisting of all R vector subspaces of mbP,:r$‘k-l’ of codimension c. 
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Now let W,+ = W,\ W,,, and Wik = Wpk \ W’p+r . 
Forp<K+ln--pl-1 and r < min(n, p), we define a mapping 
0 : W,‘“(n - Y, p - Y) n Z&z - r, p - r) -+ Go_,+, , 
as follows. Let z E W,+(n - r, p - r) n Z,(n - Y, p - r). Let 
f : (R”-r, 0) - + (Rp-?, 0) be a C” representative of Z. Let Q(Z) 
denote the Q,-, submodule of m&P,::*‘k-l’ generated by 
Clearly, D(Z) depends only on z and not on f. To verify that this defines 
a mapping B of the sort desired, it s&ices to prove: 
LEMMA 10.2. With hypotheses as above, D(Z) has co&me&on p - n + r 
in m&P-r,(k-l) 
12-r . 
Proof. We carry out the proof in two steps. First, we show 
(*) 
where m, denotes the maximal ideal in 6$“,, .
For I < K, let 7 r : Jk(n - r, p - r) + J”(n - Y, p - r) denote the 
projection. Let c1 denote the codimension in J”(n - Y, p - r) of the 
Xz orbit which contains ~~2. Since riz is the l-jet of the zero mapping, 
cr = (n - r)(p - r). Since r < min(n, p), we have c1 > 1 n - p / + 1. 
Clearly, ci < cs ,< -1. < ck . By the hypothesis that z E W,+ , we have 
ck = p. Using the hypothesis that p < K + 1 n - p j - 1, we obtain 
1 n -p 1 + 1 < Cl < ... <c,<k+In-pI~l. 
It follows that for some 1, 1 < I < K - 1, we have c1 = cl+1 . Then by 
the formula for the tangent space to a X orbit (III, Proposition 7.4 a), 
we obtain C, = Cr,, , where 
C, = ?f[~,W%l +f*[m,-rl W> + d%Tf). 
Then (*) follows from Nakayama’s lemma. 
Now we carry out the second step. Using (*), one verifies that Q(Z) 
has codimension d(f, X) in b:::~‘~-‘), where d(f, X) is as defined 
in III 3.5. From the proof of IV, Theorem 2.5, it follows that (*) implies 
d(f, X) = cod XL . f’“’ - n + p. 
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By definition, cod xk *f us) = ck = p. Hence, 
d(f, S) = P - ?z + p. 
Since d(f, Z) is the codimension of o(x) in bE~r*‘~-‘), the lemma 
follows. 
Now we define $9 and a in essentially the same way as they were 
defined in IV, Section 5. We let 9 denote the set of all r tuples with 
entries in rnbz~:*‘~-l’. For any x E A,(n, p), we define ax E 9 as follows. 
Let f: (R", 0) - -(Rp, 0) b e any C” representative of z of the form 
IV 1.7. For 1 < i < r, let aif G rnd’“,:: be given by a,f = CyZ: (a,fj) ej , 
where 
4h(%+1 9***, 4 = a(;x;f) (0 ,...) 0, x,+1 )...) x,). 
I 
In other words, we think of i3,fj as the germ at 0 of the function in 
the variable x,+i ,..., x, given by this formula, where yj 0 f is thought 
of as the germ at 0 of a function in the variables xi ,..., x, . We set 
af = af,..., a,f) and let 3.z be the image of af under the canonical 
projection of m&P,:: on TFZ&~::~‘~-~‘. 
Let X and Y be subsets of Euclidean space R" and R", respectively, 
and let ‘p : X-+ Y be a regular rational mapping. In this section, we 
will say that y is trivial if there exists a regular birational mapping 
h : X -+ Y x R" (i.e., regular rational mapping having a regular rational 
inverse) such that Fig. 3 commutes 
X-YxR” 
Y 
FIGURE 3 
The mapping (A, a) : A,(n, p) -+ A,(n - Y, p - r) x 9 is trivial. 
For, if z E A7(n, p), then h(z) picks out certain coefficients of the Taylor 
series expansion of z and a(z) picks out others. 
From (10. I), it then follows that the following mapping is trivial: 
(A, a> : IvJn, p) n fl& p) - (W&z - Y, p - r) n z&z - Y, p - Y)) x 9. 
(10.3) 
Now for any d = (4 ,..., d,) E 9, we let [d] denote the R vector sub- 
space of m&E:F,(k-l) spanned by dl ,..., d, . It follows from IV, Proposi- 
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tion 1.8, that if z E A,(n, p), then the necessary and sufficient condition 
for z7 E St is 
Q(hz) + [ax] = m~~~;*(“-l). 
Now we can complete the description of Z. 
(10.4) 
PROPOSITION 10.5. Assume p 3 1 n -p 1 + 1. If p = n -p + 1, 
then W,+ n 22 = 0. Otherwise, if W is an irreducible nonvoid Zk invariant 
subset of W,+ n 2, , then W n Z is an irreducible nonvoid set, whose 
codimension in W is max(O, n - p + 1). 
Proof. First consider the case when p = n - p + 1. We have n > p, 
since p > ; n-p 1 + 1. Furthermore, Zrn W,,+ = D forr <p - 1, 
since 2,. has codimension (n - r)(p - r) > n - p + 1. By 10.1 and 
Lemma 10.2, Q(hz) has codimension 0 in rn&P,::,(“-l) for any 
z E A,-, n W,+ . Hence (10.4) holds and z E St for any such z. This 
shows A,-, n W,+ n Z = 0. Since W,+ and 2 are invariant under the 
action of dk and W,,+ C 2,-r , this shows that W,+ n ,Z = 0, as asserted. 
Now suppose p # n - p + I and W is an irreducible nonvoid Xk 
invariant subset of W,+ n 2,. Since dk C Xk, we have that W is 
invariant under the action dk. From Proposition 9.1, it follows that 
W n A, is irreducible. We obtain also from Proposition 9.1 that to 
show that W n .Z is irreducible, nonvoid, and of codimension n - p + I 
in W, it suffices to show that W n ?: n A, is irreducible, nonvoid and 
of codimension n - p + 1 in W n A, . 
Let w’ = X[W n A,]. Since W is Xk invariant, it follows from IV, 
Theorem 2.1 that W n A, = h-l w’. Clearly, the mapping 
(A,a)j Wnfl,: WnA,+ W’x9 
is trivial. Clearly, W n Z n A, is the inverse image under (X, a> 1 W n A, 
of the set of (z’, d) E W’ E .G8 such that 
B(d) + [d] # m~~~TTJk-l). (10.6) 
Hence, if suffices to show that the latter set is irreducible, nonvoid, and 
of codimension n - p + 1 in w’ x 9. From Lemma 10.2, it follows 
that this set is locally trivial (with respect to the Zariski topology) over 
w’. 
From W’ = X[ W n A,] and the fact that W n A, is irreducible, it 
follows that w’ is irreducible. Hence, it suffices to show that for fixed z’ 
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in W’ the set of d E 9 such that (10.6) holds is irreducible, nonvoid, 
and of codimension n - p + 1 in 9. But this is obvious from the 
definition of 9 and the fact that the codimension of a(x) in rn~F’~~~~(“-~) 
is p - n + r (by Lemma 10.2). 
COROLLARY 10.6. Zk(n, p) h as codimension < n in Jk(n, p) if, and only 
if, u(n, P) < n. 
Proof. Take 1 3 p + 1 so large that ~(n, p) is the codimension of 
7+(n, P). 
Since K, E > p + 1, codim Z”(n, p) = codim Z’(n, p). Now suppose 
a(n, p) > n. Then the codimension of &(n, p) is >n. Hence, working in 
Jl(n, p) we find codim IV,,, > n, so it is enough to show that 
codim( IV, \ IV,,,) n Z > n for 0 < p < n. But the codimension of 
every irreducible component of (IV, \ W,,,,) n 2, is p, for every 
integer r, so it follows from Proposition 10.5, applied to the irreducible 
components of (IV, \ IV,,,) n 2, and the fact that ( W,, \,, IV,,,) n .Z 
isemptyforp<jn-p~+lthatcodim(?VQ\W,+,)nZ=n-11, 
whenever (W, \ W,,,) n Z # O. This shows codim 2(n, p) > n if 
fT(n, P) > n. 
Conversely, suppose a(n, p) < n. We again work in Jz(n, p). Then 
for some p, 0 < p, and some integer r, (IV, \ W,,,) n 2, is nonempty 
and has codimension which is <p and <n in Jl(n, p). Furthermore, we 
have p > 1 n - p 1 + 1, since for p = 0, we have that W,, \ WI has codi- 
mensionO,andforO<p<In-p~+l,wehavethatW,\W,+,=0. 
Also p # n - p + 1, since codim W,-,+, ‘1 W,-,,a = n - p + 1. 
Now applying Proposition 10.5, where we take W to be an irreducible 
component of (IV, \ W,,,) n 2, of codimension <p, we can conclude 
that W n C has codimension <n in Jl(n, p). Since this set is contained 
in 2(n, p), this shows that Zrz(n, p) has codimension <n in J’(n, p). 
11. PROOF OF “ONLY IF" IN PROPOSITION 8.1 
By Corollary 10.6, if u(n, p) < n, then D+l(n, p) has codimension <n 
in Jp+l(n, p). Since D+l(n, p) is a closed algebraic subset of Jp+l(n, p) 
which is invariant under the action of &‘pfl on Jp+l(n, p), it follows that 
the set U(n, p) of points z E Zp+l(n, p) at which IY+l(n, p) is nonsingular 
and of codimension <n is a submanifold of codimension <‘n in 
Jp+l(n, p). Let U be the sub-bundle of Jp+l(N, P), with structure group 
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&p+l and fiber U(n, p). Then 7J is of codimension <n in Jk(N, P) 
and any C” mappingf: N -+ P which is stable satisfies jp+r[N] n U = 0. 
Now let fO : N + P be a proper C” mapping. By Theorem 6.1, there 
exists a transversal point z E U. By the fact that U is invariant under 
the action of diff N x diff P on Jp+l(N, P), it then follows that there 
exists a transversal point in each fiber Jp+‘(N, P)x,g of Jp+r(N, P) over 
N x P. Choose x, y so thatf,(x) = y. 
We construct a proper C” mapping f : N--f P such that jp+lf(x) = x 
and jp+lf is transversal to U at x, as follows. Let (V, p) and (W, $) be 
coordinate charts for N and P, respectively, where x E V, y E W, V has 
compact closure in N, fOIP] C W, and #[WI is a convex subset of RP. 
Let fi : VI -+ W be a Cm mapping, where V, is an open neighborhood 
of x in V, such that jp+fi(x) = z and jp+Z is transversal to U at x. 
Let s be a C” real valued function with compact support in V, which is 
identically equal to 1 in a neighborhood of x. Define f by 
Then f has the required properties. 
Since jp+f meets U transversally in at least one point, jD+g meets U 
for any C” mapping g : N + P sufficiently close to f, and, hence, g is 
not stable. Since f is proper, this shows that the set of nonstable mappings 
includes an open nonvoid subset of the set C,, of proper C” mappings 
of N into P. This proves only 27. 
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